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Comment from Valerie Corbin, Bonhomie Wine ImportsComment from Valerie Corbin, Bonhomie Wine Imports

The is a Comment on the The is a Comment on the Office of United States Trade Office of United States Trade 
RepresentativeRepresentative (USTR) Notice: (USTR) Notice: Agency Information Agency Information 
Collection Activities; Proposals, Submissions, and Collection Activities; Proposals, Submissions, and 
Approvals: Large Civil Aircraft Dispute PortalApprovals: Large Civil Aircraft Dispute Portal

For related information, For related information, Open Docket FolderOpen Docket Folder

CommentComment

Please note there are thousands of US citizens employed in Please note there are thousands of US citizens employed in 
the food and wine sector who would like to comment the food and wine sector who would like to comment 
AGAINST the tariffs involving LARGE CIVIL AIRCRAFT AGAINST the tariffs involving LARGE CIVIL AIRCRAFT 
DISPUTE and this 'new' portal will substantially affect the DISPUTE and this 'new' portal will substantially affect the 
ability to comment. I surmise this change is requested ability to comment. I surmise this change is requested 
specifically to dissuade public comment by making it specifically to dissuade public comment by making it 
significantly more time consuming to a US citizen. I believe significantly more time consuming to a US citizen. I believe 
making a portal lengthy and using language that the making a portal lengthy and using language that the 
average American citizen cannot understand without a law average American citizen cannot understand without a law 
degree is deceptive at best. degree is deceptive at best. 
I ask you to deny the request to change the portal to I ask you to deny the request to change the portal to 
continue to provide by LAW a citizens right to speak their continue to provide by LAW a citizens right to speak their 
mind regarding laws the US Gov put into action.mind regarding laws the US Gov put into action.
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